Best Ideas Portfolio (GBP)
August 2016
Strategy & Objective
The Best Ideas Portfolio is a diversified portfolio (not a fund) of global equities, which we believe to be well positioned to outperform the
wider equity market over the longer term. The portfolio has a bias towards developed market, large capitalisation stocks.

Portfolio Performance (GBP)1,2
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Long Term Returns

Short Term Returns

Market Commentary
August saw equity markets continue to advance after recovering from a small pullback in the first week of the month. European equities
outperformed with the MSCI Europe ex UK up 0.78% in USD terms versus 0.14% for the S&P500. UK equities were again amongst the
strongest performers in both local currency and USD terms – though contrasting the YTD trend it was smaller companies which
outperformed during August as MSCI UK Small Cap increased 1.68% against 0.84% for the large cap index. Whilst bond yields in the
US rose slightly to 1.58% during the period, yields in the UK and Germany continued to decline. Having been moving in line with US
Treasuries, above 2% just over 18 months ago, 10 yr UK gilts ended the month yielding below 0.65%. Having seen a decline down
below 1.29 in the middle of the month, Sterling saw a reversal against the dollar to end August over 1.31.
Key Contributors to Return

Key Detractors from Return

Wells Fargo’s shares increased by 7.5% as the market started

Autozone’s shares declined by -8.3%, underperforming along

pricing in a higher probability of interest rate hikes. Union

with the auto parts retail sector. Stericycle’s shares declined by

Pacific’s shares increased by 3.9% continuing their strong

-4.1% following a -13.0% fall in prior month as the market
continues to digest July’s poor results. Our position is currently

momentum since the beginning of the year.

under review as we analyse the latest news and price reaction.
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Sample Portfolio Statistics2
Current
Price

Trailing
12 Month P/E

12 Month
Forward P/E

Dividend
Yield

$126.9

13.4x

13.3x

2.2%

Quest Diagnostics Inc

$82.8

17.9x

16.2x

1.9%

Microsoft Corp

$57.5

27.2x

19.9x

2.5%

Total Portfolio Average

20.0x

17.9x

2.2%

MSCI World

22.2x

17.5x

2.6%

Chubb Ltd

Sector Allocation

Currency Allocation

Information Technology
Industrials

GBP
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Financials
Energy
USD

Consumer Staples
Consumer Discretionary
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Investment Philosophy
Credo’s investment philosophy is based on the following tenets:
 Wealth is preserved and created by following a long-term, low-turnover strategy.
 We believe in a value-based approach to investing, given that the price which is paid when investing is one of the very few things in
financial markets that investors can actually control.
 We do not define risk in terms of quantitative metrics, but simply as the potential to lose clients’ money; accordingly, our approach to
investing can be described as a relatively conservative one, focusing first and foremost on capital preservation.
 Yield is an important consideration across all asset classes.
 Transaction costs have the potential to erode investment returns quickly; based on this, we not only follow a low-turnover approach,
but we also apply our minds when considering transaction size.
 We aim to identify matters of strategic importance when considering investments, rather than focusing on daily news-flow in financial markets.

Important Notice
This document has been created for information purposes only and has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable. None of
Credo, its directors, officers or employees accepts liability for any loss arising from the use hereof or reliance hereon or for any act or
omission by any such person, or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. This document does not constitute
an offer or solicitation to invest, it is not advice or a personal recommendation nor does it take into account the particular investment
objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients and if you are interested in any of the information contained herein, it is
recommended that you seek advice concerning suitability from your investment advisor. Investors are warned that past performance is
not necessarily a guide to future performance, income is not guaranteed, share prices may go up or down and you may not get back the
original capital invested. The value of your investment may also rise or fall due to changes in tax rates and rates of exchange if different
to the currency in which you measure your wealth. Credo Capital plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
is an Authorised Financial Services Provider; FSP No: 9757.
(1) Performance figures are based on a notional portfolio, denominated in pound sterling, designed to track the holdings of the Credo
Best Ideas Portfolio. Portfolio incorporates all additions and removals. Portfolio may not be fully invested at a point in time and
therefore can hold a portion of assets in cash. Performance is calculated before any fees (which can vary depending on the level of
service) but includes gross dividends, reinvested. Following additions or removals, each holding is rebalanced to a 5% weighting.
(2) Source: Bloomberg pricing as of 31/08/2016 close. All portfolio performance is calculated using Bloomberg PORT, rounded to 1
decimal place.

credogroup.com

Best Ideas Portfolio (USD)
August 2016
Strategy & Objective
The Best Ideas Portfolio is a diversified portfolio (not a fund) of global equities, which we believe to be well positioned to outperform the
wider equity market over the longer term. The portfolio has a bias towards developed market, large capitalisation stocks.

Portfolio Performance (USD)1,2
Long Term Returns

Best Ideas Portfolio

MSCI World

Relative Return
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57.4%

43.9%

13.5%
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58.7%

57.5%
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27.7%
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11.7%
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Relative Return

YTD

8.8%

5.0%

3.8%

3 Months

1.7%

3.1%

-1.5%
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-1.1%

0.1%

-1.2%

Short Term Returns

Market Commentary
August saw equity markets continue to advance after recovering from a small pullback in the first week of the month. European equities
outperformed with the MSCI Europe ex UK up 0.78% in USD terms versus 0.14% for the S&P500. UK equities were again amongst the
strongest performers in both local currency and USD terms – though contrasting the YTD trend it was smaller companies which
outperformed during August as MSCI UK Small Cap increased 1.68% against 0.84% for the large cap index. Whilst bond yields in the
US rose slightly to 1.58% during the period, yields in the UK and Germany continued to decline. Having been moving in line with US
Treasuries, above 2% just over 18 months ago, 10 yr UK gilts ended the month yielding below 0.65%. Having seen a decline down
below 1.29 in the middle of the month, Sterling saw a reversal against the dollar to end August over 1.31.
Key Contributors to Return

Key Detractors from Return

Wells Fargo’s shares increased by 7.5% as the market started

Autozone’s shares declined by -8.3%, underperforming along

pricing in a higher probability of interest rate hikes. Union

with the auto parts retail sector. Stericycle’s shares declined by

Pacific’s shares increased by 3.9% continuing their strong

-4.1% following a -13.0% fall in prior month as the market
continues to digest July’s poor results. Our position is currently

momentum since the beginning of the year.

under review as we analyse the latest news and price reaction.
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Best Ideas Portfolio (USD)
August 2016
Sample Portfolio Statistics2
Current
Price

Trailing
12 Month P/E

12 Month
Forward P/E

Dividend
Yield

$126.9

13.4x

13.3x

2.2%

Quest Diagnostics Inc

$82.8

17.9x

16.2x

1.9%

Microsoft Corp

$57.5

27.2x

19.9x

2.5%

Total Portfolio Average

20.0x

17.9x

2.2%

MSCI World

22.2x

17.5x

2.6%

Chubb Ltd

Sector Allocation
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Investment Philosophy
Credo’s investment philosophy is based on the following tenets:
 Wealth is preserved and created by following a long-term, low-turnover strategy.
 We believe in a value-based approach to investing, given that the price which is paid when investing is one of the very few things in
financial markets that investors can actually control.
 We do not define risk in terms of quantitative metrics, but simply as the potential to lose clients’ money; accordingly, our approach to
investing can be described as a relatively conservative one, focusing first and foremost on capital preservation.
 Yield is an important consideration across all asset classes.
 Transaction costs have the potential to erode investment returns quickly; based on this, we not only follow a low-turnover approach,
but we also apply our minds when considering transaction size.
 We aim to identify matters of strategic importance when considering investments, rather than focusing on daily news-flow in financial markets.

Important Notice
This document has been created for information purposes only and has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable. None of
Credo, its directors, officers or employees accepts liability for any loss arising from the use hereof or reliance hereon or for any act or
omission by any such person, or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. This document does not constitute
an offer or solicitation to invest, it is not advice or a personal recommendation nor does it take into account the particular investment
objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients and if you are interested in any of the information contained herein, it is
recommended that you seek advice concerning suitability from your investment advisor. Investors are warned that past performance is
not necessarily a guide to future performance, income is not guaranteed, share prices may go up or down and you may not get back the
original capital invested. The value of your investment may also rise or fall due to changes in tax rates and rates of exchange if different
to the currency in which you measure your wealth. Credo Capital plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
is an Authorised Financial Services Provider; FSP No: 9757.
(1) Performance figures are based on a notional portfolio, denominated in US dollar, designed to track the holdings of the Credo Best
Ideas Portfolio. Portfolio incorporates all additions and removals. Portfolio may not be fully invested at a point in time and therefore
can hold a portion of assets in cash. Performance is calculated before any fees (which can vary depending on the level of service)
but includes gross dividends, reinvested. Following additions or removals, each holding is rebalanced to a 5% weighting.
(2) Source: Bloomberg pricing as of 31/08/2016 close. All portfolio performance is calculated using Bloomberg PORT, rounded to 1
decimal place.
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